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wow engineering leveling guide 1 600 wow classic guides - engineering is the most unique and imo the most fun wow
profession but it does require a lot of gold to make the really awesome items if you are going to do engineering you ll
probably want to have a lot of gold so check out this guide out if you are running low on it this engineering leveling guide is
updated for patch 5 0 5 and mists of pandaria, 1 300 375 engineering guide vanilla wow blizzardguides - engineering 1
to 300 guide okay i decided to pick up engineering here s the guide that i created last night trying to spend the least amount
of gold i could, vanilla 1 60 alliance leveling guide legacy wow - the guide will take you across the best alliance quests in
the most efficient way broken up into zones which will allow you to level up quickly, vanilla engineering guide 1 300
legacy wow addons - this vanilla wow engineering guide can help you from 1 to 300 engineering with a little patience you
should be level 300 engineering in no time, wow 1 300 375 herbalism guide blizzard guides - before i start you need to
realize this is not a 1 60 leveling guide it s just a guide that will help you get your herbalism up quick if you need a leveling
guide the best one is joana s vanilla wow leveling guides bear in mind that where i ve specified a particular herb to pick do
not avoid picking anything else you see, engineering skill world of warcraft wowhead com - comment by fenoglio
engineering the most lulz profession in wow there are 2 different specalizations goblin eng and gnome eng you can change
at will with the book soothsaying for dummies found in tanaris there are many perks in engineering mini boe pets wormhole
generator free northrend port and ammo for guns bows are just a few of them, demon hunter paragon farming perfstrafe
build diablo 3 - build overview primary chakram with shuriken cloud what yes that s right you re about to go melee range at
first this may seem strange with only 34 weapon damage but the key is getting more critical strikes and thus more night
stalker procs, demon hunter solo build hell inferno diablo 3 artisans - if this game was based on reality or acctual events
you would be right but this is a game where the world humans live in is a realm inbetween heaven and the hells whereas
hell is a reality and the worst place to be in and an inferno would be the place in the hells where you would be constantly
covered in blazing fire the naming makes sence if you just think about it dude especially, alchemy skill world of warcraft alchemy is one of wow s professions it requires materials produced with another profession usually herbalism a skill from
world of warcraft, best damn wow hunter macro collection on the web - the following list contains a whole slew of useful
macros for hunters macros are simple scripts that allow you to combine multiple abilities tasks and conditionals into one
action bar slot
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